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Great earthquakes along subduction-zone plate boundaries, like the 2011 magnitude 9.0 Tohoku-Oki,
Japan, event, deform the seafloor to generate massive tsunamis. Tsunami wave heights near shore are
greatest when excitation occurs far offshore near the trench, where water depths are greatest and fault
slip is shallow. The Tohoku event, featuring over 30 m of slip near the trench, exemplifies this hazard. Un-
fortunately the rupture process that far offshore is poorly constrained with land-based geodetic and even
most seafloor deformation measurements, and seismic inferences of shallow slip are often nonunique.
Here we demonstrate, through dynamic rupture simulations of the Tohoku event, that long-period guided
waves in the ocean (specifically, leaking oceanic P-wave modes known as PL waves) can resolve the
shallow rupture process and tsunami excitation near the trench. With predicted pressure changes of
∼0.1–1 MPa along most of the seafloor landward of the trench, and periods of several seconds, these PL
waves should be observable with ocean-bottom pressure sensors and/or seismometers. With cabled sen-
sor networks like those being deployed offshore Japan and in other subduction zones, these waves could
be used to rapidly quantify shallow slip and near-trench seafloor uplift and improve local tsunami early
warning systems.

Published by Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction

In subduction zones like the Japan Trench, the site of the
2011 Mw 9.0 Tohoku-Oki earthquake, coastal communities only
have tens of minutes following a megathrust earthquake be-
fore the leading tsunami waves reach shore. In contrast, seismic
waves, propagating an order of magnitude faster than tsunamis,
arrive within about a minute. This travel-time difference pro-
vides an opportunity for local tsunami early warning systems.
For earthquakes smaller than about Mw 8, a point source char-
acterization of the earthquake in terms of magnitude, focal mech-
anism, and depth using seismic waves suffices to reliably estimate
tsunami excitation (Hirshorn and Weinstein, 2009). For great earth-
quakes (Mw > 8), the spatial distribution of slip across the fault
and the finite rupture duration begin to influence tsunamigene-
sis. Real-time slip inversions, such as those based on high-rate
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geodetic data (Blewitt et al., 2009; Ohta et al., 2012), can help pre-
dict tsunami wave heights. However, resolving the near-trench
region ∼100–200 km offshore, where tsunami excitation was
largest in the Tohoku event (Sato et al., 2011; Ito et al., 2011;
Kido et al., 2011; Fujiwara et al., 2011; Maeda et al., 2011), is chal-
lenging or even impossible using only land-based data (Ohta et al.,
2012).

The resolution limits of land-based data can be overcome,
of course, by placing instruments offshore, and the current rev-
olution in seafloor geodesy and seismology holds much promise.
Perhaps most relevant to local tsunami early warning systems are
cabled sensor networks (Monastersky, 2012; Uehira et al., 2012;
Saito, 2013), consisting of ocean-bottom pressure sensors and/or
seismometers. These networks are directly linked to shore via fiber
optic cables, thereby enabling real-time access to the data stream.
Pressure sensors provide a rather direct measurement of tsunami
wave heights as the waves pass overhead through the linear re-
lation between pressure and the height of the water column un-
der effectively hydrostatic conditions. Retrospective tsunami fore-
casts utilizing such data for the Tohoku event suggest that reliable
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estimates of wave heights can be obtained in about 20 min
(Tsushima et al., 2011).

The pressure changes carried by the tsunami itself are neither
the largest-amplitude nor the first-arriving signals from megath-
rust events at seafloor locations. Rapid seafloor uplift also ex-
cites seismic waves and ocean sound waves that propagate an
order of magnitude faster than tsunamis. These include T waves,
which are high-frequency (>2 Hz) sound waves trapped within the
low-velocity SOFAR channel in the ocean. Despite initial optimism
regarding their potential use for tsunami warning (Ewing et al.,
1950), T waves appear to be too sensitive to small-scale details of
the source process to reliably estimate the overall, lower-frequency
earthquake source properties controlling tsunami excitation (Okal
et al., 2003).

In addition to purely acoustic modes in the ocean, like T waves,
offshore earthquakes also generate various guided waves involv-
ing motions of both the ocean and underlying solid. These in-
clude oceanic Rayleigh waves (Biot, 1952; Yamashita and Sato,
1976; Eyov et al., 2013) and leaking P-wave modes (also known
as oceanic PL waves) (Oliver and Major, 1960; Phinney, 1961;
Haddon, 1987), which are the subject of this work. We demon-
strate, through simulations of the Tohoku earthquake, that PL
waves excited by megathrust events are remarkably sensitive to
shallow slip and seafloor uplift near the trench. The waves prop-
agate toward shore at about 6 km/s (about 30 times faster than
tsunami waves) and carry oscillatory pressure changes, at peri-
ods of several seconds, between 0.1 and 1 MPa across most of
the seafloor landward of the trench. Acoustic organ-pipe reverber-
ations in the ocean above the trench are also quite sensitive to
near-trench motions. These various waves could be recorded by the
same pressure sensor networks deployed for monitoring tsunamis,
provided that the sampling rate and dynamic range of the instru-
ments permit recording such signals without aliasing or clipping.
These data could potentially be used to more rapidly and accu-
rately infer tsunami wave heights.

2. Dynamic rupture simulations

We identified the link between PL waves and tsunami excita-
tion through dynamic rupture simulations of the Tohoku earth-
quake (Kozdon and Dunham, 2013). Dynamic rupture simulations
simultaneously solve for the slip history and seismic and acous-
tic wavefields that are consistent with the fault friction law, initial
stresses, and the momentum balance and material response of the
solid Earth and overlying compressible ocean. Using a dynamic,
rather than kinematic, rupture model is not essential to study PL-
wave excitation and propagation from megathrust events, but does
provide an additional level of self-consistency in the source pro-
cess.

The full details of our rupture models are given in Appendix A,
and briefly summarized here. Because the Tohoku rupture ex-
tended nearly 500 km along strike and only 200 km down-dip
we neglect variations in the along-strike direction. This renders
the model two-dimensional, and allows us to focus on the up-
and down-dip rupture growth that dominated most of the rup-
ture process, particularly in the first minute or so (Ide et al., 2011;
Yue and Lay, 2011). The method and model parameters are largely
the same as those in the simulations of Kozdon and Dunham
(2013), but with improvements to the structural model that are
described below. Also, in contrast to our previous study, all sim-
ulations now have an ocean layer. The solid Earth response is
linear elastic and the ocean is treated as a linear acoustic medium.
We neglect gravitational restoring forces in the momentum bal-
ance, except in setting the initial tractions on the fault surface
as described subsequently. The geometry and off-fault material
properties (Fig. 1a) are based on the structural model of Miura
et al. (2005). In our original simulations (Kozdon and Dunham,
2013), we directly used the nonplanar seafloor bathymetry and
material interfaces observed along a seismic line extending off the
Miyagi coast (Miura et al., 2005). The present model has smoother
interfaces and bathymetry. The new bathymetry averages over
along-strike bathymetric variations to provide a more representa-
tive profile. This proves useful when estimating the contribution
to tsunami excitation from horizontal displacement of a sloping
seafloor (Tanioka and Satake, 1996). The material properties are
piecewise constant (see layer names in Fig. 1a) with values given
in Table 1. The property values within each layer are identical to
those in Kozdon and Dunham (2013); only the geometry is slightly
altered.

We use a rate-and-state friction law in which fault shear re-
sistance evolves with slip toward a steady state strength that is
either an increasing or decreasing function of fault slip velocity
(e.g., Rice et al., 2001). These behaviors are known as velocity-
strengthening and velocity-weakening, respectively; the latter is
necessary for unstable slip and earthquake nucleation while the
former is usually associated with aseismic sliding. The depth de-
pendence of frictional properties determines where and how fault
slip occurs. We initially developed these simulations to study how
frictional properties along the shallowest portion of the plate inter-
face influence the ability of ruptures to reach the trench, finding
that surface-breaking rupture is possible even through >30-km-
long velocity-strengthening segments (Kozdon and Dunham, 2013).

In this work, we focus on a set of four simulations. All simula-
tions have velocity-weakening friction on the central, seismogenic
part of the plate interface, and transition to velocity-strengthening
below 46.5 km depth. The latter is well-constrained by compar-
ison to static displacement data on land and on the seafloor
(Kozdon and Dunham, 2013). The models have different frictional
properties on the upper part of the fault extending 30 km land-
ward from the trench. That distance corresponds approximately to
the length of the frontal prism, or deformed zone, at the trench
(Tsuru et al., 2002). We label the four simulations based on the
value of the rate-and-state b − a parameter on the shallow fault
as follows: velocity-weakening (b − a = 0.004), neutrally stable
(b − a = 0), velocity-strengthening (b − a = −0.004), and extreme
velocity-strengthening (b − a = −0.008). The central seismogenic
zone has b − a = 0.004. For the purposes of this exposition, the
reader may simply view these as alternative source models with
different amounts of slip near the trench.

We set initial effective normal stress on the upper section of
the fault as the difference between lithostatic total normal stress
and hydrostatic pore pressure. Below a certain depth we assume
that pore pressure begins to track the lithostatic gradient, thus sat-
urating the initial effective normal stress on the fault at a constant
value σ̄max below that depth. The maximum effective stress σ̄max
is the sole tunable model parameter that we select, in each of our
four models, to obtain a reasonable fit to the onshore and off-
shore displacements. The values of σ̄max for the four models, from
velocity-weakening to extreme velocity-strengthening, are σ̄max =
25 MPa, 30 MPa, 40 MPa, and 45 MPa, respectively. The corre-
sponding values of (b − a)σ̄max in the central seismogenic zone
are 0.1, 0.12, 0.16, and 0.2 MPa, respectively.

The resulting slip profiles (Fig. 2a) are nearly identical be-
tween the four models at depth, but differ substantially over the
final ∼50 km near the trench. This reflects a trade-off between
the average stress drop at depth, which increases with increas-
ing σ̄max, and the effective length of the seismogenic zone, which
decreases as the upper part of the fault becomes more velocity-
strengthening. Also shown in Fig. 2 are fits to an onshore high-rate
GPS displacement time series and to static seafloor displacement
measurements. With the exception of the seafloor measurements
closest to the trench (Ito et al., 2011), which are subject to large
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Fig. 1. Wavefield snapshots from a simulation with near-trench velocity-weakening friction. Colors show vertical particle velocity in the solid Earth and acoustic pressure
perturbation in the ocean. The ocean is shifted upward to show seafloor displacement (arrows). (a) Bilateral rupture growth, with hypocentral P and S waves and early
reflections visible. Structural units are labeled; material properties are given in Table 1. (b) Rupture reaches trench; note multiply reflected sound waves in ocean propagating
at supersonic horizontal velocity. (c, d) Oceanic Rayleigh waves propagate offshore; PL waves propagate landward. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Table 1
Material properties for structural model shown in Fig. 1a.

Layer name P-wave speed
(km/s)

S-wave speed
(km/s)

Density
(kg/m3)

ocean 1.5 0 1000
upper crust-1 4.8 2.8 2200
upper crust-2 5.5 3.2 2600
lower crust 7.0 4.0 2800
mantle wedge 8.0 4.6 3200
oceanic layer-2 5.5 3.2 2600
oceanic layer-3 6.8 3.9 2800
uppermost mantle 8.0 4.6 3200

uncertainties, these data cannot be used to distinguish between
the various models. The measurements close to the trench might
also record landslides or slumping, as observed immediately land-
ward of the trench in differential bathymetry (Fujiwara et al., 2011)
and seismic reflection (Kodaira et al., 2012) studies.

These differences in shallow slip influence tsunami excitation,
as illustrated in Fig. 2e through the predicted sea surface uplift
immediately following the earthquake. Our simulations currently
neglect gravitational restoring forces and thus these predictions are
simply estimates employing several assumptions (instantaneous
uplift of an incompressible, hydrostatic ocean, due to both vertical
seafloor uplift and horizontal advection of bathymetric slopes
(Tanioka and Satake, 1996)). It is essential, for local tsunami early
warning systems, to be able to rapidly distinguish between these
different models. As discussed in the Introduction, this can be
most reliably accomplished by directly measuring the effectively
hydrostatic pressure changes on the seafloor beneath the tsunami
itself (Tsushima et al., 2011). But tsunamis propagate relatively
slowly; their speed in the long-wavelength, or shallow-water, limit
is

√
g H ≈ 200 m/s, for gravitational acceleration g and ocean

depth H ≈ 4 km. Thus with this approach only instruments within
a few tens of kilometers from the trench could be used to distin-
guish between these different models in the first few minutes after
the earthquake. Pressure sensors close to shore would not detect
tsunami waves from the near-trench region until nearly ten min-
utes later. In the following section, we discuss the potential use of
PL waves to quantify near-trench tsunami excitation.

3. Seismic and ocean acoustic waves

The progression of the rupture and evolution of the seismic and
acoustic wavefields from one of our simulations are shown in Fig. 1
and Videos 1 and 2. Space–time plots of slip velocity on the fault
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Fig. 2. (a) Slip histories (every 5 s) from simulations employing a range of possible frictional properties near the trench. Also shown are comparisons of model predictions
with (b) 1-Hz GPS displacements recorded at the coast (GEONET station 0550 operated by the Geospatial Information Authority of Japan) and (c, d) static seafloor deformation
measurements (Sato et al., 2011; Ito et al., 2011; Kido et al., 2011; Ozawa et al., 2011). (e) Predicted tsunami excitation, shown as initial sea surface elevation assuming
instantaneous response of an incompressible, hydrostatic ocean. The models differ substantially near the trench, but this region cannot be resolved with land-based geodetic
data.

Video 1. Seismic and acoustic wavefield from 2011 Tohoku-Oki dynamic rupture simulation (velocity-weakening near trench). First few frames show P-wave velocity model
and material structure. Later frames show evolution of horizontal particle velocity in the solid Earth and acoustic pressure perturbation in the ocean. The ocean is shifted
upward to show seafloor displacement (arrows). The expanding green line marks the ruptured portion of the fault. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
are shown in Fig. 3a and b. After nucleating about 100 km offshore
in the central velocity-weakening section of the fault, the rupture
grows bilaterally. Down-dip propagation ceases before reaching the
coastline as the fault becomes velocity-strengthening at depth. The
rupture continues up-dip, eventually reaching the trench. Reflected
waves drive a smaller, secondary rupture back down the fault,
as suggested by some kinematic slip inversions (e.g., Ide et al.,
2011). Rupture velocity along the shallow section of the fault is
around 2.5–3 km/s in all models (Fig. 3a and b). The differences in
near-trench friction across the models lead primarily to changes in
the amount of shallow slip, and therefore potency rate in the near-
trench region (Fig. 3c and d), rather than to any major transitions
in rupture style. The rupture velocity is close to the S-wave speed
of the surrounding material; we do not see the extremely fast,
supershear speeds that Ma (2012) finds in his megathrust simu-
lations with elastic off-fault response. Neither are there anoma-
lously slow rupture and slip velocities like in tsunami earthquakes
(Kanamori, 1972; Lay et al., 2012).

A large burst of seismic and acoustic waves are generated
during rupture breakout. To better understand the wavefield,
we present space–time plots of pressure changes and vertical ve-
locity on the seafloor from our four models (Figs. 4 and 5). The
various waves are labeled in Fig. 4a.

The abrupt artificial nucleation process we employ excites seis-
mic waves that convert to acoustic waves within the ocean. Due
to the large impedance contrast between the fluid and solid, the
ocean sound waves retain rather large amplitudes over multiple
reflections as the waves spread laterally away from the epicenter.
We do not expect these waves (labeled “reverberations from artifi-
cial nucleation” in Fig. 4a) to have such large amplitudes in actual
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Video 2. Seismic and acoustic wavefield from 2011 Tohoku-Oki dynamic rupture simulation (velocity-weakening near trench). First few frames show P-wave velocity model
and material structure. Later frames show evolution of vertical particle velocity in the solid Earth and acoustic pressure perturbation in the ocean. The ocean is shifted
upward to show seafloor displacement (arrows). The expanding green line marks the ruptured portion of the fault. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 3. Space–time plots of fault slip velocity for (a) near-trench velocity-weakening and (b) velocity-strengthening friction. Potency rate for (c) overall rupture process and

(d) near-trench region (extending 30-km landward from trench).
earthquakes due to the much more gradual, and less coherent, nu-
cleation process in nature.

As the rupture propagates up-dip, it excites sound waves in
the ocean. At the rupture front is a region of intense fault-normal
motion; given the nearly horizontal inclination of the fault, this
manifests as an upward particle velocity (bright yellow velocities
in Fig. 1b near arrow marking rupture front). This upward motion
compresses the ocean above, exciting an ocean acoustic wave with
positive pressure perturbation (bright yellow pressures in Fig. 1b
directly above rupture front). These waves undergo multiple re-
flections between the sea surface and seafloor, and have planar
wavefronts (essentially Mach fronts) because the rupture is propa-
gating faster than the ocean sound speed. The first reflection off of
the sea surface changes the sign of the pressure perturbation, and
when this wave reaches the seafloor it pulls it upward (evident in
the other yellow velocity pulse in Fig. 1b around 190 km from the
coast). This unclamps the fault and creates a secondary peak in slip
velocity that is evident in Fig. 3a and b.

Rapid uplift of the seafloor around the trench excites an acous-
tic organ-pipe mode with ≈14-s period above the trench (labeled
“organ pipe” in Fig. 4a). This mode is comprised of vertically prop-
agating sound waves that bounce between the seafloor and sea
surface with characteristic period 4H/c f ≈ 14 s, where H is the
ocean depth and c f is the fluid sound speed (Miyoshi, 1954). This
mode has vertical wavelength of ≈4H and a temporal quality fac-
tor exceeding ten due to the high impedance contrast between
the ocean and solid Earth (Haddon, 1987). The amplitude of the
organ-pipe waves correlates well with seafloor uplift. These waves
have been observed during the 2003 Mw 8.3 Tokachi-Oki, Japan,
earthquake using pressure sensors offshore Hokkaido (Nosov and
Kolesov, 2007; Chierici et al., 2010).

The largest signals following rupture breakout are large-ampli-
tude surface waves channeled offshore within the ocean and
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Fig. 4. Space–time plots of pressure change on the seafloor. Lines show wave speeds: c f = 1.5 km/s (ocean sound speed), cp = 7 km/s and cs = 4 km/s (lower crust P- and
S-wave speeds). PL waves traveling from the trench toward shore at 6 km/s and organ-pipe reverberations above the trench have amplitudes that correlate with shallow slip
and near-trench seafloor uplift. Large-amplitude oceanic Rayleigh waves propagate offshore at group velocities slightly less than the ocean sound speed. Shown for models
with different near-trench frictional properties: (a) velocity-weakening, (b) neutrally stable, (c) velocity-strengthening, (d) extreme velocity-strengthening.

Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 4, but for vertical particle velocity on the seafloor.
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underlying oceanic crust. Amplitudes, which exceed 1 MPa in
terms of acoustic pressure changes in the ocean, are enhanced
by forward directivity due to the largely up-dip propagation. The
dominant period of these waves is again ≈14 s, like the organ-pipe
mode, and there is likely some connection between the pro-
nounced excitation at this period and the resonance of ocean
acoustic waves undergoing multiple reflections off of the seafloor
and sea surface.

We identify these surface waves as fundamental mode oceanic
Rayleigh waves. Insight can be gained by examining dispersion
curves for Rayleigh waves in a structural model consisting of a uni-
form depth ocean over an elastic half-space (Biot, 1952). At long
periods (compared to the time it takes a sound wave to propagate
over the ocean depth), the influence of the ocean layer is negligible
and these are effectively Rayleigh waves in an elastic half-space.
At very short periods, these waves become Stoneley waves (also
known as Scholte waves) that are confined to the fluid–solid inter-
face, and have phase velocities slower than both the fluid sound
speed and the solid S-wave speed. The ≈14-s waves seen in our
simulations fall in between these two limits, and in that interme-
diate period range, the phase velocity is between the ocean sound
speed and the solid Rayleigh-wave speed, and the group veloc-
ity is somewhat less than the ocean sound speed. These features
are clearly seen in Fig. 4a, where these waves are labeled “oceanic
Rayleigh waves”. See also Videos 1 and 2, where individual phases
can be seen emerging on the landward side of the wave packet and
advancing offshore faster than the overall seaward propagation of
the wave packet.

There have been several observations of oceanic Rayleigh
waves with these characteristics. Nakanishi (1992) noted a large-
amplitude wave packet, appearing well after P- and S-wave ar-
rivals, in seismograms recorded on Hokkaido from several shallow
earthquakes offshore the Kuril Islands. This phase had a character-
istic ≈15-s period and an arrival time corresponding to a group
velocity less than the ocean sound speed. The deep water along
the trench acts as a waveguide for surface waves at these periods
(Nakanishi, 1992; Yomogida et al., 2002). While such an effect can-
not be studied in our two-dimensional simulations, it is possible
that the oceanic Rayleigh waves generated by subduction events
could be studied using seafloor instruments deployed along the
trench. These waves can then couple back into standard Rayleigh
waves, with much faster group velocities, when entering shallow
water near land (Noguchi et al., 2013).

We next turn our attention to waves that propagate from
the trench back toward the coast, as these are the most useful
ones for constraining the near-trench rupture process and for pro-
viding tsunami early warning. The largest-amplitude and fastest-
propagating waves are PL waves that travel landward at 6 km/s
and have characteristic 4-s period (labeled “PL” in Fig. 1c, d and
Fig. 4a). The 4-s period might be related to the duration of the
potency rate pulse associated with shallow slip (Fig. 3d).

We identify these waves as leaking P-wave modes in the
oceanic waveguide (Oliver and Major, 1960; Phinney, 1961;
Haddon, 1987) for several reasons. They propagate faster than the
fastest S-wave speed in our model, which immediately rules out
all surface waves. They have an oscillatory character indicative of
multiple reflections within a low-velocity waveguide (the ocean
and upper crust), but propagate at a speed close to the P-wave
speed of deeper, fast layers. As evident in Fig. 1c, d and Videos 1
and 2, these waves have large amplitudes in both the ocean (where
they take the form of sound waves) and the solid Earth. Oceanic
PL waves are multiply reflected sound waves partially trapped
in the ocean but penetrating into the underlying solid Earth as
evanescent P waves and radiating S waves (Oliver and Major, 1960;
Phinney, 1961; Haddon, 1987). PL waves have phase velocities ex-
ceeding the S-wave speed of the underlying solid, and attenuate
Fig. 6. Acoustic pressure perturbations on the seafloor, landward of the trench. Un-
realistic reverberations from the artificial nucleation process, which appear in the
first tens of seconds, are not shown.

Fig. 7. Vertical particle velocities on the seafloor, landward of the trench. Unrealistic
reverberations from the artificial nucleation process, which appear in the first tens
of seconds, are not shown.

as they propagate due to S-wave radiation (hence the terminology
leaking mode). The waves in our simulations also feature prograde
particle motion on the seafloor, another distinctive characteristic
of PL waves (Phinney, 1961). While oceanic PL waves carry large
acoustic pressure changes in the ocean, they are quite distinct from
purely acoustic T-wave modes, which are higher frequency (>2 Hz)
sound waves trapped within the low-velocity SOFAR channel (Okal
et al., 2003).

In our simulations, PL waves have amplitudes of ∼0.1–1 MPa
over most of the seafloor landward of the trench. They are not
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Fig. 8. Acoustic pressure perturbations on the seafloor, farther offshore.

Fig. 9. Vertical particle velocities on the seafloor, farther offshore.

only expressed as pressure perturbations in the ocean (Fig. 4),
but also in the solid-Earth particle velocity on the seafloor, par-
ticularly the vertical component (Fig. 5), with amplitudes around
∼0.1–0.5 m/s. With an eye toward detection of these waves using
ocean-bottom sensor networks, we present pressure and velocity
seismograms at several seafloor locations, both landward of the
trench (Figs. 6 and 7) and farther offshore (Figs. 8 and 9).

PL waves can be identified out to distances of about 175 km
from the coast, beyond which interference with other waves ex-
cited near the trench by the propagating rupture overly compli-
cates the waveforms. The waves become less visible, at least in
terms of seafloor pressure changes, when the water depth be-
comes too shallow. Similarly, using three-dimensional simulations
of waves generated by the Tohoku earthquake, Maeda et al. (2013)
found significant trapping of P waves within the ocean, thereby
reducing P-wave amplitudes on land compared to simulations lack-
ing an ocean layer. Waves in the solid Earth do continue propagat-
ing onto land, and the differences between the models that are
evident in the seafloor vertical particle velocity persist there as
well.

What is most remarkable is the strong correlation between PL-
wave amplitudes and near-trench seafloor uplift (Fig. 1c). This indi-
cates a high degree of sensitivity of these waves to the near-trench
source process, and a lack of sensitivity to the deeper rupture pro-
cess. This is confirmed in Fig. 3d, which shows the potency rates
from the shallow part of the fault. These qualities can potentially
be exploited to augment estimates of seafloor uplift (and tsunami
excitation) using land-based data, which has a complementary sen-
sitivity to the source process.

Later arrivals labeled as “acoustic modes” in Fig. 4 have shorter
periods and travel closer to the sound speed in the ocean. These
are probably a combination of fundamental- and higher-mode
surface waves, which have phase and group velocities close to
the sound speed at short periods (Biot, 1952; Yamashita and Sato,
1976; Eyov et al., 2013). These waves have received some attention
in the literature, with some authors suggesting their potential use
for tsunami warning systems (Stiassnie, 2010; Eyov et al., 2013).
However, accurate prediction of waveforms arriving around this
time likely requires accounting for the low-velocity SOFAR chan-
nel, especially at frequencies >2 Hz to properly capture T waves
(which are not modeled in our simulations). We therefore caution
that this part of our synthetic seismograms might be overly simple
and somewhat unrealistic.

In contrast to the high sensitivity of PL waves to the shal-
low rupture process, the oceanic Rayleigh waves that propagate
offshore (Figs. 8 and 9) have essentially identical amplitudes for all
models. Their amplitudes instead seem to be determined by the
overall moment release along the entire seismogenic zone. While
they would therefore be of no use in illuminating the near-trench
rupture process specifically, these waves could be used for magni-
tude estimates.

4. Discussion

Our simulations suggest that PL waves can be used to distin-
guish between the different rupture models presented in this work.
Observation of large-amplitude PL waves implies coseismic occur-
rence of shallow slip. However, we caution that the absence of
notable PL waves from megathrust events does not rule out the
excitation of a large tsunami. This is because PL waves, which
have ≈4-s period in our simulations, are probably sensitive to the
time scale over which near-trench seafloor uplift occurs. In our
simulations, this happens rapidly (over ∼10 s) as part of the nor-
mal coseismic rupture process, rather than over the minute or
greater time scales that likely characterize tsunami earthquakes
(Kanamori, 1972; Okal et al., 2003). While this sensitivity is not de-
sirable for tsunami warning, distinguishing between anomalously
slow slip or typically fast slip would provide much-needed insight
into tsunamigenesis by shallow fault slip near the toe of subduc-
tion zones. PL waves might also help distinguish if tsunami ex-
citation occurs by near-trench landslides or by pervasive inelastic
deformation of sediments in the frontal prism (Ma, 2012), rather
than elastic seafloor displacement by coseismic slip.

While our results appear quite promising, it is well worth
emphasizing the fundamental difficulty of using relatively high-
frequency waves (like PL waves) to infer tsunami excitation, which
depends solely on much longer period seafloor motions. Addi-
tional complexities that we have not included in our model might
influence the period and amplitude of PL waves. For example,
the frontal prisms in the Japan Trench and other subduction
zones contain extremely compliant, low-velocity sediments. Seis-
mic studies of the Japan Trench (Tsuru et al., 2002; Miura et al.,
2005; Kodaira et al., 2012) show P-wave velocities in the range
of 1–3 km/s within the frontal prism, which extends landward
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for about 10–30 km from the trench. Similarly, Poisson’s ratio in
this region is likely higher than the nominal value of 0.25 that we
have assumed here. It is possible that the rupture would deceler-
ate in this region, relative to what is seen in our simulations, and
that seafloor uplift might increase (Tanioka and Seno, 2001). These
changes in the near-trench rupture process might alter the correla-
tion between PL-wave amplitude and tsunami excitation. There is
a clear need for additional simulations to examine these processes
in greater detail.

Looking forward, it is desirable to validate our model predic-
tions against actual data. PL waves from the Tohoku event were
likely recorded at two ocean-bottom pressure sensors, TM1 and
TM2, off the Sanriku coast (Maeda et al., 2011; Tsushima et al.,
2011), but to the best of our knowledge the unfiltered waveforms
have not been published. At a water depth of 1.63 km (correspond-
ing to TM1), our models predict peak-to-peak pressure changes
carried by PL waves of 1.05 MPa (velocity-weakening), 0.85 MPa
(neutrally stable), 0.58 MPa (velocity-strengthening), and 0.19 MPa
(extreme velocity-strengthening). Our simulations also predict a
4-s period for these waves. We do not presently understand what
sets this characteristic period, but speculate based on the near-
trench potency rate history (Fig. 3d) that it might be related to the
spatial extent of rapid, near-trench seafloor uplift, or the time scale
over which that uplift occurs.

In addition to being observable on seafloor pressure sensors,
PL waves could also be detected with ocean-bottom seismometers.
Because large pressure changes are carried throughout the wa-
ter column, due to the long wavelengths of PL waves, they might
even be observable with SOFAR-channel hydrophones, like those in
the International Monitoring System (Yildiz et al., 2013). However,
such instruments are typically designed to detect vastly smaller
signals; it is likely that broadband seismometers, hydrophones,
and differential pressure gauges would clip on the large-amplitude
waves generated by megathrust events. Absolute pressure gauges
and strong motion accelerometers would probably be needed, and
even those would require sufficiently high sampling rates. Finally,
because PL waves cause changes in sea surface height exceed-
ing 1 m, one might consider detection systems employing surface
buoys. However, ∼1-m oscillations at periods of a few seconds
might not be easily distinguishable from the usual ocean swell
without observation of extremely fast move-out (compared to sur-
face gravity waves) across arrays of surface buoys.

Our simulations suggest how local tsunami early warning sys-
tems utilizing offshore instruments might be improved by incorpo-
rating additional data associated with acoustic and seismic waves.
Sensor networks with absolute pressure gauges and ocean bottom
seismometers, like those being deployed along the Japan Trench
(Monastersky, 2012; Uehira et al., 2012; Saito, 2013), appear most
promising. These would likely benefit from closer station spacings
or array configurations that would avoid spatial aliasing of these
∼20-km-wavelength PL waves.
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Appendix A. Numerical simulation details

The fault obeys the rate-and-state friction law (Rice et al., 2001;
Kozdon and Dunham, 2013)

dτ = aσ̄
tanh

(
τ

)
dV − V [|τ | − σ̄ fss(V )

]
, (A.1)
dt V aσ̄ dt L
with steady state friction coefficient

fss(V ) = f0 − (b − a) ln(V /V 0), (A.2)

in which τ is the shear strength of the fault, V is the slip ve-
locity, σ̄ is the effective normal stress, a and b are dimensionless
rate-and-state friction parameters, L is the state evolution distance,
and f0 is the friction coefficient for steady sliding at reference ve-
locity V 0. The sign of b − a determines if steady state frictional
strength decreases (b − a > 0, velocity-weakening) or increases
(b − a < 0, velocity-strengthening) with increasing slip velocity.
With this form of the friction law, shear strength does not respond
instantaneously to abrupt changes in effective normal stress. This
is particularly important to avoid ill-posedness (Rice et al., 2001)
that can arise in bimaterial sliding problems for friction laws in
which τ is directly proportional to the instantaneous value of σ̄ .

Some frictional properties are spatially uniform ( f0 = 0.6, V 0 =
1 μm/s, and L = 0.8 m), while others (a and b) vary with depth.
Over most of the fault, a = 0.016 and b = 0.02 such that b − a =
0.004 and fault slip is unstable. To control the down-dip extent of
rupture, we increase a such that b − a becomes negative (velocity-
strengthening) below 46.5 km depth. That depth is chosen to
match vertical seafloor displacement and onshore displacement
data (Kozdon and Dunham, 2013).

We present four models that have differing frictional properties,
and hence rupture behavior, in the near-trench region. Specifically,
we vary b (while retaining a = 0.016) along the upper part of the
fault, extending 30 km horizontally from the trench, with values
given in the main text. These four models also differ in terms of
initial stress conditions as described below, but are otherwise iden-
tical.

We account for undrained poroelastic alterations of fault-
zone pore pressure, �p, in response to changes in total normal
stress, �σ , using a linear relation of the form �p = B�σ , where
B = 0.6. Thus,

σ̄ = σ̄0 + (1 − B)�σ , (A.3)

where σ̄0 is the initial effective normal stress on the fault prior
to the rupture. Poroelastic effects thus partially buffer slip-induced
changes in normal stress that occur on dipping faults and on faults
juxtaposing dissimilar elastic solids; both effects occur in our sim-
ulations. This simple poroelastic model emerges as a limiting case
of a more rigorous model (Cocco and Rice, 2002) when the fault
is bordered by highly damaged material; in that case, B is Skemp-
ton’s coefficient.

We set initial effective normal stress σ̄0 as described in the
main text. The initial shear stress on the fault is set to 0.6σ̄0. With
the specific form of the rate-and-state law we use, we must also
set the initial slip velocity V ini . This is equivalent to setting the ini-
tial state variable in standard forms of rate-and-state friction; both
approximately determine the peak strength of the fault. We use
V ini = 1 μm/s. Ruptures are nucleated by rapidly increasing shear
stress over a small section of the fault at the desired hypocentral
location, following the procedure in Kozdon and Dunham (2013).

The combined system of equations is solved using the numeri-
cal method developed by Kozdon et al. (2013). The wave equations
governing the elastic solid and acoustic fluid layers are solved
using a multiblock finite difference method. The domain is di-
vided into 42 four-sided blocks, potentially with curvilinear bound-
aries, separated by 71 interfaces. All material interfaces, and the
fault, coincide with one or more of these computational inter-
faces. Normal and shear tractions are balanced across solid–solid
interfaces, while only normal tractions are balanced across fluid–
solid interfaces (at which shear tractions vanish). Each block is
mapped to a rectangle in the computational domain and high-
order summation-by-parts finite-difference operators are used to
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discretize the equations in the transformed coordinate system. The
fundamental unknown fields in the medium are the stress changes
and particle velocities, which are defined at all grid points and
time steps (in contrast to staggered-grid finite-difference methods).
An acoustic medium is obtained as a limiting case of an elastic
medium by taking shear modulus (and hence shear-wave speed)
to zero. Interface conditions, including the nonlinear fault friction
law, are enforced weakly using penalty terms added to the semi-
discrete system of equations. The overall method is provably stable
and accurate.

Appendix B. Supplementary material

Supplementary material related to this article can be found on-
line at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.epsl.2014.04.001.
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